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In the North-Eastern Village of Abancay, two tech entrepreneurs; Demmy and 

Barrack just explained to their third friend, Paresh, a simple explanation of ICOs 

and cryptocurrencies. Why couldn't you have a coin for people in absolute 

poverty? Paresh, a renowned psychologist who has worked in a remote village 

during his hospital residency years, asked his friends; Barrack and Demmy. They 

are so helpless to the point that they can rob with a knife or gunpoint that a 

crypto wallet could save their life. It could make their life better. There are 

already many successful programs that could avail them the opportunity to use 

good phones using fingerprint access. 

Oh really! Wait a second! Said Demmy, a student of currencies, tech 

entrepreneur, and political economist; You could create a cryptocurrency that 

would save their life and from which initial investors could make a lot of money. 

How does this work? Paresh asked. 

It simply works by giving the currency a hard cap so that its amount would be 

strictly limited. Then you allow people to crowdfund a community charity 

project; for example, my village needs to be cleaned, or our neighborhood 

needs a garden. The project starts immediately as enough people donate and a 

little quota of the donation would be used to buy the currency, which will 

increase the price of the currency. Barrack continues, In fact, if it is designed 

correctly, it would be especially attractive to the majority of financial institutions 

and large companies.The Deals could be designed in such a way that these 

companies get a headline that they donated a million dollars to a non-profit 

organization, but a considerable portion of that would be a purchase of the 

cryptocurrency which is expected to appreciate, and the other half would be 

donated to a project that is tax deductible. In essence, they could make 

publicity-grabbing and huge donations at a fraction of the total amount they 

donated or even a profit. What is cool about this technological invention, said 

Sammy, also a tech entrepreneur, is that you could pay these poverty-stricken 
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people a wage for completing a particular work. For example, the minimum 

wage in USD but held in your crypto wallet in the cryptocurrency: ideally, you 

can deposit about 50% of those salaries in a medium-term such as pension 

fund. Over a few years, once this person meets particular work requirements, 

these funds will be released to them but in manifolds. Hypothetically, the 

continuous holding of the cryptocurrency would drive it to the roof. Investors 

and workers alike would enjoy this appreciation.  Wow! Amazing!! So people are 

building careers and getting out of poverty by just being excellent members of 

the community. Investors, Donors, and other members get a tax deduction and 

get to point where the initially planned project got financed. Everybody is 

integrated into the community.We need to make this happen, Demmy 

concluded.
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The financial world is about to change and it's still changing beyond our 

traditional thoughts of making transactions, exchange, and transfer value. 

There are innovative, incredible, and seamless opportunities opened up by 

decentralizing different sectors of the economy; powered by Blockchain and 

made possible by Cryptocurrency. Despite these limitless opportunities, 

however, many people still believe that cryptocurrency and ICO in particular 

belongs to the age-long emergence of E-mail and internet in the 1900s. 

Exemplifying this tendency is the current situation of cryptosphere in PERU, 

where only 0.86% of the Peruvians invest in cryptocurrency. This is too low for a 

nation that has significantly enjoyed and embraced technology innovation over 

the past years. With cryptocurrency, to be noted, individuals can now equally 

participate in a completely new ecosystem of either socially or financial 

influential developments. At Bits2u, we are aware of these discrepancies and 

ignorance, hence, we are on an urgent mission of educating the Peruvians and 

creating a secure, decentralized, and reliable source of information to the 

general Peruvians and especially the crypto-enthusiasts and investors.

Bits2u has developed a competent team of determined Blockchain experts to 

achieve an important aim- to become a household name in educating the 

Peruvians about cryptocurrency, constructing an industry-standard mining 

farm equip with standard facilities, crypto-exchange, and peer-to-peer 

industry. Our team is made up of blockchain professionals who have worked 

with many successful ICOs and other Fintech-based projects. Attracting more 

than forty investors highlight our mission and reveal what our project is capable 

of. According to the reports by MarketsAndMarkets.com, the loss from those 

investors who do not understand the basic functioning of cryptocurrency and 

the underlying mechanisms behind its trading is about $2.4 billion and it's 

projected to double this figure in the coming years. To avoid this from 

happening and not contributing to the lingering revenue loss, we aim to bring 

the knowledge of cryptocurrency and demonstrating the basic functioning of 
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mining through our mining farm (with more than 2000 mining machines) to the 

youngest Peruvians living in the remotest rural area of the Peru state. This 

report shows where PERUCOIN is edging to via its viable economic model. 

While the crypto-industry and its share is also estimated to increase over the 

coming years, the processing of crypto-payment and exchange is estimated to 

reach an ultimate unprecedented level.

As it stands, there is reportedly less than 20% in the rate of adopting 

cryptocurrency in half of the Latin America countries, particularly in Peru with its 

estimated rate of 0.7% ; a rate which is higher than the adoption of blockchain 

and cryptocurrency for most European countries. This is, therefore, one of the 

reasons why the opportunities and timing for PERUCOIN to begin its expansion 

couldn't be anytime but NOW! The majority of the Crypto-enthusiasts are of the 

opinion that the implementation of the different decentralization solutions has 

only just begun and is presently in its infancy. The awareness and educational 

procedures adopted by PERUCOIN will instantly enable our users, PERU token 

holders, and merchants to understand cryptocurrency and make use of 

cryptocoins using our tokens on their daily transactions. An exponential growth 

is projected to take place in the Peruvian crypto-environment. Obviously, this is 

where investment resides today and where it will be tomorrow, certainly! 

Personally, I would like to say a very big thank you for believing us and 

supporting this project. Collectively, we will reinvent and reshape the 

cryptocurrency industry in Peru.

Sincerely, 

Victor  Luis  Nieto  Carrera
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With over 4,800 cryptocurrencies in the global cryptospace, it is still surprising 

that Peru has not embraced the new dawn of global disruption powered by the 

Distributed Ledger Technology. This presents many problems for the Peru's 

cryptomarket and investment in cryptocurrency general. Even the crypto-

enthusiasts in the country aren't encouraged to invest in cryptocurrecncy as it's 

still believed to be a farce. As a result, they have their money locked in the banks 

that do not allow them to trade in cryptocurrency; they are still in non-tradable 

currency. Due to the sheer rate of ignorance among the Peruvians, 

cryptocurrency markets suffer from reputational issues and dillusion of 

resources.

Specifically developed by Bits2u, PeruCoin aims to educate and expand the 

knowledge about cryptocurrencies. We are aware of the high rate of ignorance, 

particularly related to the technology of blockchain and cryptocurrency in 

particular among the Peruvians. Through PeruCoin, we seek to show all the 

Peruvians the operations and functioning of the cryptocurrency world. We 

understand the technicalities of smart contracts, Ethereum, Blockchain, and 

other related terms in the cryptospace. To further spread the knowledge and 

educating the Peruvians what cryptocurrency is, we would set up a 

cryptocurrency mining farm capacitated with more than 2000 mining machines 

in a bid to show the Peruvians how the machines work and are being operated. 

We aim to build a long passageway in this mining factory where both the right 

and left sides will be covered by unbreakable glasses. Behind these would be 

barnacles, mining machines, and outlets to ensure a proper crypto-mining 

operation.

We are committed to introducing a new wave of digital transformation powered 

by cryptocurrency and blockchain in Peru. As a result, we also envisage to 

organize a guided visit for our members, participants, PERU token holders to 



the facilities together with brochures; documenting the operation procedures, 

and demonstrations; showing how it's being done.

With an increase in the knowledge of cryptocurrency and the consequent 

increase in the Value of the PERU tokens, we are sure that the traditional fear 

which inhibit most Peruvians from investing in cryptocurrency would be 

eradicated and the price of our Coin will increase.

By creating awareness about cryptocoin and totally eliminating the fear of 

investing in cryptocurrency, PeruCoin will contribute to the network effect of 

PERU tokens, more effectively leveraging the fragmented Peruvian community 

and develop a mechanism for the recycling of spent resources back into the 

future investment, construct a modern-day mining farm, and raise the 

awarness rate of cryptocurrency among the Peruvians. Consequently, 

PeruCoin will also benefit from this network effect and build a highly engaging 

and loyal community of PERU coin holders working towards the improvement 

of the value and utility of PeruCoin in the global crypto-economy. 
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PeruCoin's main objective in the short term is to complete the first phase of our 

Roadmap which includes the purchasing and acquisition of the factory which 

will later be converted into a mining farm. In addition, we aim to enhance and 

foster the widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies among the Peruvians. 

Through the Mining farm, we also aim to become the state-of-the-art 

generation crypto-mining platform leveraging the potentials of Blockchain 

technology. We intend to bring great financial returns for our investors, PERU 

token holders, and participating merchants while also delivering amazing value 

propositions to the Peruvians community.

PeruCoin's vision is to promote the knowledge about cryptocurrencies to the 

Peruvian population through guided visits to a factory where they can 

appreciate the technicalities and operations of the mining machines in action 

and through conferences. We plan to achieve this by educating and increasing 

the awareness of the general Peruvian population on the benefits and safety of 

blockchain technology and adopting digital currencies. Ideally, we envisage 

driving the development of a new financial ecosystem in Peru grounded in the 

interactions between educating the populace and interactions of blockchain 

technology and assets management.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent statistics and expert reports have revealed the future; suggesting 

that cryptocurrencies will enable and give birth to a more egalitarian society: 

stabilize the economy and create a more decentralize authority, and individuals 

at the various societal levels will eventually benefit. Conversely, for those living 

without a reliable housing, basic education or laptop, the question of whether 

they can benefit from cryptocurrency is another argument. Right now, however, 

cryptocurrency is changing and restructuring the fight against poverty. 

Evidently, it is sufficient to say that the more profitable our cryptocurrency is for 

donors (investors), the better it is at minimizing or totally eradicating poverty. 

The correct structuring of the institution (financial or non-profit) that 

administers it and the appropriate currency design must be in line with the 

demands of the people stuck in absolute poverty and the interests of the 

investors. Therefore, the more money the investors make from this structure, 

the more the institution grows, and the more people get out of extreme poverty. 

In turn, the growth experienced by this organization would bring a further 

appreciation of the currency. It is important to step back and consider the 

historic nature of matching the interests of the societies most vulnerable with 

the wealthy investors.

The power to do this emanates from the combination of a novel type of 

crowdfunding and cryptocurrency – a technological innovation that would alter 

much of the economy and wealth distribution. This is not just an unrealistic 

vision that hypothesizes that people's good intentions will be vaguely fed into 

just a token demand. This is a concomitant regime. This is cryptocurrency 

specifically designed to create a reliably appreciating asset. Over all, most of 

the benefits highlighted above would not possible without a proper 

understanding of the subject of Blockchain and cryptocurrency.

PERUCOIN is resolved to promoting awareness and sensitize Peruvians about 

cryptocurrency through guided visits to a factory where they can appreciate 
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the technicalities and operations of the mining machines in action and through 

conferences. We seek to purchase and acquire thisfactory which will later be 

converted into a mining farm. In addition, we aim to enhance and foster the 

widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies among the Peruvians. Through the 

Mining farm, we also aim to become the state-of-the-art generation crypto-

mining platform leveraging the potentials of Blockchain technology. We intend 

to bring great financial returns for our investors, PERU token holders, and 

participating merchants while also delivering amazing value propositions to the 

Peruvians community.

Through our token, we intend to build and provide a lasting solution to the 

significant low rate o cryptocurrency awareness and its adoption in Peru. We 

aim to introduce our token called PERU to be used by all and for all platforms in 

the blockchain industry: distinct and unique in relation to all digital currencies. It 

uses an esteem exchange convention to accomplish the exchange of our coin 

on shared premise and to develop a decentralized application stage, which 

brings blockchain innovation into the worldwide payment industry, e-

commerce, industry, money related administrations, Internet of Things, 

production network administration, online networking, gaming, Data 

innovation, HR frameworks, item administration and different businesses. 

Inventive innovation, thorough administration structure and board applications 

give PERUCOIN favorable circumstances over Bitcoin and some others 

cryprocoin as an open blockchain. PERUCOIN educational and awareness 

portals through practical demonstrations of the mining machines and 

organizing sensitization program at different conferences give it an edge as the 

most encouraging blockchain biological system in the cryptosphere, 

splendidly consolidating the upsides of driving cryptographic forms of money 

and addresses the natural issues of existing blockchain frameworks. 

It will proceed to create and repeat through the development of the different 

stages, and in addition through the items and functional business executions. 

Another type of business model would be reshaped by Blockchain and its 
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economy through PeruCoin to fundamentally upgrade the productivity of the 

enterprises, and in addition society in general. The establishment will give 

straightforwardness to payments administration, money related 

administration, code administration and business hones for traders, and will 

keep up elevated requirements of genuineness, moral business direct and 

consistence with appropriate laws, guidelines, and controls for our participating 

merchants, PERU token holders, and investors. The birth and the early stages of 

PeruCoin have been unanimously upheld by many investors, early sponsors, 

specialists, experts, establishing individuals, legal counsellors, and 

improvement group. We want to thank everyone who has made 

unprecedented contributions and commitments to the development of 

PeruCoin's Blockchain Economy



Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency, in particular, is changing the way 

we interact with money, trade, and exchange value every day. As it is evident, 

the fintech industry is championing the way in which digital assets and 

blockchain interact. The digital currency space is already now; even though the 

adoption of cryptocurrency in Peru is low and its potential uses are still in the 

developing phases. To build a bridge between the emergeing asset classes and 

traditional wealth creation, a comprehensive awareness and promotion of the 

Distributed 

Ledger Technology is required. Particularly designed to create awareness and 

educate the Peruvians about cryptocurrency, PeruCoin is developed for 

mainstream adoption in Peru and will provide an all-in-one solution for crypto-

enthusiasts and investors towards maximizing the value of our clients. 

PeruCoin is a next generation and innovative cryptocurrency platform 

committed to change current status of cryptocurrency in Peru. Apart from 

educating the Peruvians about cryptocurrency through guided visits to a 

factory and converting this factory to a mining farm (upon purchasing and 

acquiring the factory), we are also committed to offering non-banking asset 

management solutions and alternative financing strategies outside of banking 

establishments and traditional financial systems to our users and members. 

We are on a mission to offer our clients a broad range of services including but 

not limited to awareness and promotion, advisory and trading services, 

restructuring related to purchasing and acquiring, strategic crypto-topic 

discussions and clarifications for private equity ventures, investors, 

shareholders, organizations, management, and the entire Peruvians. We are 

geared towards providing standard guidance and consultation services for our 

members in order to help them in making the most profitable financial decisions 

and to achieve their financial and investment goals.
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Through the PeruCoin's platform, we are sure that newcomers to the 

cryptosphere can get started by investing in cryptocurrency and buying our 

tokens with our supportive, decentralized, and secure platform. Our members 

will enjoy a secure, highly-flexible, and fast environment which integrates 

decentralized features of cryptocurrency into our digital asset framework and 

ecosystem.
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Bits2u is a company founded in 2016 that is responsible for renting mining 

power in the cloud and allows mining without the need for the user to consume 

electricity in their homes. Bits2u is legally registered in Peru, counting with RUC 

and DUNS number, also PeruCoin is registered as a trademark in Peru. We are 

leaders in providing cloud-based mining power for consumers in Peru. Our 

proprietary mining power is well-known in Peru for its consumer-oriented 

protocols and advance technology- which form the cornerstone of PeruCoin. 

Since our emergence in 2016, we have been able to achieve an amazing growth 

rate exceeding 60% in 2017 and the company has been profitable over the past 

few months. To this interesting stats, many Peruvians have adopted our mining 

power to serve millions of Peruvians everyday. 

From Victor Luis Nieto Carrers, who is a graduate of systems Engineering and 

the programmer of the PeruCoin website to Lesly Katerine Cisneros Regalado 

(Certified public Accountant; Administrator and accountant of Bits2u), 

Fernando Barrueto Vieyra (Responsible for the IT Security area of Bits2u and 

PeruCoin), and Mario Solís Inga who is in charge of Digital Marketing of Bits2u 

and PeruCoin, we have built a strong and wide network of professionals who are 

continuously working to ensure a successful launching of PeruCoin. We 

presently implement and use with success the inbound technological 

strategies needed to ensure and appreciate the value of PERU. This approach 

will assist us to easily replicate the expansion strategy of PeruCoin in another 

country. Our developers have wealth of experience as the core team 

developing the complex algorithm and system for bits2u. Therefore, our 

competent team of professionals has the needed experience to build scalable 

systems in a bid to support the applications of critical mission that match 

millions of crypto-transactions per week. Our cloud-based mining power 

renting system has the most advanced technology which scales up persistently 
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and quickly, thus championing and supporting our mission to incentivize and 

reshape crypto-industry in Peru.

We now have reliable technical team that specialize in the technology of 

Blockchain and a cryptocurrency framework to implement the most effective 

products over the network of distributed ledger. This team will be responsible 

for the realization of the project which will provide greater confidence and 

security to Peruvians regarding the use of cryptocurrencies. We have strong 

commitment and confident of developing a new blockchain network 

underlining the need to educate the Peruvians through guided visits, tours, 

distributing flyers, and organizing seminars.

What is PeruCoin?

Perucoin is a project initiated by the company Bits2u, which aims to expand 

knowledge about cryptocurrencies in Peru and will allow to achieve:

 Provide knowledge about cryptocurrencies to the Peruvian public

 Encourage the public to invest in cryptocurrencies

 Create one of the most big mining farms in Peru

 Teach based on guided visits to the mining farm how the mining 

machines work

What inspired PeruCoin?

Not all revolutions have taken place in the digital era. The introduction of 

blockchain technology essentially changes the way we interact and transact, 

understand money as our traditional system of exchange, and medium of 

payment. Even though with the limited knowledge of cryptocurrency in the 

Latin America (less than 20% according to statista), an array of blockchain-

based cryptocoins have started to disrupt many areas of the global economy. 
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Given this massive opportunities, there is still sheer show of ignorance about 

cryptocurrency in Peru. This is where PeruCoin comes in. The vision that 

inspired the development of PeruCoin emanates from the incredible dynamics 

of the cryptocurrency industry.We notice the little knowledge and a lot of 

mistrust about cryptocurrencies in Peru, since the population does not have the 

necessary crypto-exposure and instructors to train the newcomers entry the 

latest disruption of the Fintech industry; much less in what is mining, both the 

price of the mining machines and the cost of sending them.

We are aware that the ever-increasing acceptance of cryptocurrency makes it 

a significant component of the global financial ecosystem. What it means to us 

is that there is an urgent need to show and demonstrate to the Peruvians why 

they need to embrace and adopt cryptocurrency. It will require secure yet wide 

and innovative tour guides for all the participants and users of PeruCoin. It is an 

excellent timing for PeruCoin to emerge and champion the evolution of 

cryptocurrency in Peru. We focus on living and real demonstration processes of 

mining machines and farms which will be reinvented following the dictates of 

the global needs in the cryptosphere. This is the define direction we have 

chosen and that's where cryptocurrency is heading to. We will ensure that 

spending using our coin is secure and instant for both businesses and 

individuals. Thanks to the fact that the entire team participates actively in 

Bits2u, we have the necessary experience to change that paradigm that the 

population has about cryptocurrencies.

Introduction to PeruCoin

PeruCoin is entirely dependent on the fast, secure, and smart Ethereum 

network. It is an ERC-20 token and is designed to follow all the security and 

privacy principles of the ERC-20. Getting involved and understanding 

cryptocurrency these days is getting more complicated. Someone who hears 

about cryptocurrency and wants to be part of the growing community knows 

that he will sign up and fund the crypto-wallet with a credit card. Unfortunately, 

the person might be aware of many terms and approaches involved in 
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cryptocurrency (he can even use multiple coins at a time for different tasks). 

Hence, the need to bring the common ambiguous and technical terms use in 

the cryptosphere to the lowest of the low commoners in Peru. We present to 

you, a platform which educates and promotes cryptocurrency awareness in 

Peru. PERU will be the medium of payment and exchange throughout the 

PeruCoin ecosystem. The continuous use, reuse, and transfer of 

PERU tokens will help increase its value as a cryptocoin and cryptocurrency in 

general.

People can participate in cryptocurrency in two ways: the first one is to buy it 

and the second one is to sell it. In both methods, participants are increasing the 

value of the currency involved. The PeruCoin ecosystem, hence, has an 

auspicious future in the crypto-market space as an all-in-one solution for the 

Peruvian crypto-challenges and custom token in the global digital economy. 

We are going to release PeruCoin in the public ICO in the first stage. Any amount 

we receive through the public ICO will be used for the purchasing and 

acquisition of factory which will later be converted to a mining farm, research 

and development, infrastructures including three phase meter and mining 

machines, capital reserves, office setup, other pre-launching crypto-activities.  

In the second stage, PeruCoin will be released to the general public for all users 

who want to trade, hold the currency, sell or buy. The sell and buy process will 

be held on the leading exchanges.



As a result of the cryptocurrency boom, several terms such as Ethereum, token, 

Blockchain, Initial Coin offering (ICO), coin, and a variety of others have been 

introduced into the vocabulary of digital economy and business environment. 

These terms have become the everyday language of every businesses, 

investors, and traders. However, their common use is sometimes shrouded in 

confusion and uncertainty. A multitude of companies and projects have risen to 

provide products and services which facilitate the usage of cryptocoins for 

mainstream businesses and develop an infrastructure for several applications 

running on many blockchains. A complete set of cryptocurrency ecosystem and 

framework, which is made up of a diverse set of traditionl finance, different 

interfaces between many public blockchains, and array of actors. The 

emergence of these services complements the significant value of 

cryptocurrencies as they offer the means for native currencies and their public 

blockchains to be deployed beyond the broader economy.

The first form of trading was trade-by-barter which involved people trading their 

products for the products of another people. For example, trading a loaf of bread 

for an apple. The several commodity systems were created from this reference. 

The price of all products became exposed in one product which made it easier to 

compare the relative price of goods. For instance, 20 eggs make one horse, 10 

grain bushels make a horse, and 150 apples equal one horse. The next stage 

involved using gold as commodity reference. Commodities had many 

disadvantages since we started using perishable products as a reference of 

commodity. For more than 200 years, Gold was used as a global reference 

commodity.

The concept of banknotes emerged in the 13th century. In principle, the 

banknotes are a certificate that provides the bearer of the note the exclusive 

right to exchange the notes for an equal value of the gold at the bank. The direct 

convertibility of the U.S. dollars since 1971 to the most common tradable 
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products; gold ended and the U.S. dollar has been a fiat currency since then. This 

means that the value of money is predominantly on trust and has no intrinsic 

value. Power by the advancement in technology, the last step in the currency 

transition has witnessed a drastic development from the traditional banknotes to 

cryptocurrencies. The serial number is the most determining factor of 

recognizing an individual banknote. However, this does not, in any way, 

contribute to the value of the banknote itself since it just makes any attempt to 

counterfeit the moneyextremely difficult. A unique serial number is the only key 

to digital currencies in such a way that it can't be altered, modified or 

counterfeited.

Cryptocurrencies

Several publications, authors, and experts define cryptocurrency in various ways. 

However, there is a common line of discussion in many of these definitions which 

include:

A specific type of digital currency which depends on cryptography to develop 

and manage the currency, often found with a proof-of-work scheme. Another 

definition is that it is a decentralized ecosystem of peer-to-peer nodes of 

computer working anonymously which develops and validates transactions of 

the transferred currency within the network.

Ametrano in 2014 defined it as that network which can be transferred instantly 

and securely between any two parties, using the Internet infrastructure and 

cryptographic security with no need for a trusted third party. Its value is not 

backed by any single government or organization.

A Cryptocurrency is a modern digital medium of exchange. It is a new 

decentralized, limited and

Peer–to–peer payment system. Most cryptocurrencies are created to introduce 

new units of currency, whose total amount is limited. All cryptocurrencies use 
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cryptography to control the creation andtransfer of money….All cryptocurrencies 

use public–key cryptography; a pair of public and a private cryptographic key 

make Bitcoin safe.

Perhaps, the most comprehensive definition is the one given by the "Open 

Source innovation on the cutting edge in 2010 as a decentralized system of peer-

to-peer network which relies on public/private key cryptography to facilitate 

electronic trading in a completely anonymous, secure, peertopeer fashion.

In essence, the most recurring keywords in all of these definitions are 

cryptocurrency is:

· A decentralized network

·  Peer-to-peer

· Uses the internet network

· Uses public� key cryptography

Therefore, we can conveniently define cryptocurrency as a digital medium of 

exchange that relies on a decentralized network and which facilitates a 

peertopeer exchange of transactions secured by publickey cryptography. 

Bitcoin still remains the best known cryptocurrency but there are a lot of other 

cryptocoins in the global cryptospace. Bitcoin is a decentralized, digital and 

pseudo-anonymous digital currency as all the transactions are transparent but 

the receiver and sender are anonymous. It is not redeemable for other 

commodities like gold and not backed by any government. The digital currency 

called Bitcoin heavily relies on cryptography and peer-to-peer networking. The 

primary aim behind the currency is to offer a fast way of transferring funds 

globally, with a certain level of privacy, and relatively low transaction costs. It 

must be noted, however, that it's not possible to reverse all transactions made 

with bitcoin since the receiver is certain that he or she owns the funds. 
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Token

The concept of token is often used in a general sense to define any digital asset 

i.e. Bitcoin and Ether are tokens. It is generally used to describe a unit of value of 

any digital asset, hence, cryptocurrencies, much like the U.S. dollars, can be said 

to be token since they are not, in themselves any inherent value but represent a 

value. Over all, tokens are representative of a certain amount of currency or more 

generally, money which can in paper or digital form. It can be a bitcoin which 

stands for 1BTC worth of value or dollar bill which is $1.

ICO 

Initial Coin Offering, popularly called ICO describes the process of creating and 

selling digital tokens. In an ICO, the particular which requires ICO builds a 

particular amount of digital tokens and sell it to the public. It is often in exchange 

of famous cryptocurrencies such as Ether or Bitcoin. The public are generally 

interested in the ICO phase for both or either of:

· The token will increase in its value as the benefits could be in an increasing 

demand

· The token provides the holder an access to a particular service. For 

instance, it might be a share in the earnings of a project or an outcome

Tokens, especially those of successful sales, are usually listed on exchanges, 

where initial buyers can sell their holdings and new buyers can come in at any 

time. As a type of digital crowdfunding, token sales enable startups not only to 

raise funds without giving up equity, but also to bootstrap the project's adoption 

by incentivizing its use by token holders.

Buyers can benefit from both the access to the service that the token confers, 

and from its success through appreciation of the token's price. These gains can 

be realized at any time (usually) by selling the tokens on an exchange. Or, buyers 
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can show their increasing enthusiasm for the idea by purchasing more tokens in 

the market.

Benefits

To the issuer:

· Access to seed funding, much faster and with fewer restrictions than via 

the venture capital route

· The opportunity to create new, decentralized business models

· A base of participants incentivized to use and test the service, and a boot-

strapped ecosystem

· No loss of equity in the project (unless the tokens stipulated ownership 

sharing)

· A faster funding process

· More arbitrary limits to the amounts collected

To the token holder:

· Access to an innovative service

· Possible gain through an increase in the token's price

· Participation in a new concept, a role in developing a new technology



The technology of Blockchain has several applications which have many 

potentials beyond the traditional cryptocoins; although it is commonly 

associated with Bitcoin. Bicoin is, in fact, one of the several applications which 

leverage the potentials of blockchain. Until recently, the development of 

blockchain applications has required a complex background in coding, 

cryptography, mathematics as well as significant resources. But times have 

changed. Previously unimagined applications, from electronic voting & digitally 

recorded property assets to regulatory compliance & trading are now actively 

being developed and deployed faster than ever before. By providing 

developers with the tools to build decentralized applications, Ethereum is 

making all of this possible.

At its simplest, Ethereum is an open software platform based on blockchain 

technology that enables developers to build and deploy decentralized 

applications. Like Bitcoin, Ethereum is a distributed public blockchain network. 

Although there are some significant technical differences between the two, the 

most important distinction to note is that Bitcoin and Ethereum differ 

substantially in purpose and capability. Bitcoin offers one particular application 

of blockchain technology, a peer to peer electronic cash system that enables 

online Bitcoin payments. While the Bitcoin blockchain is used to track 

ownership of digital currency (bitcoins), the Ethereum blockchain focuses on 

running the programming code of any decentralized application.

In the Ethereum blockchain, instead of mining for bitcoin, miners work to earn 

Ether, a type of crypto token that fuels the network. Beyond a tradeable 

cryptocurrency, Ether is also used by application developers to pay for 

transaction fees and services on the Ethereum network. While all blockchains 

have the ability to process code, most are severely limited. Ethereum is 

different. Rather than giving a set of limited operations, Ethereum allows 

developers to create whatever operations they want. This means developers 
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can build thousands of different applications that go way beyond anything we 

have seen before.

What  can  Ethereum  be  used  for?

Ethereum enables developers to build and deploy decentralized applications. 

A decentralized application or Dapp serve some particular purpose to its users. 

Bitcoin, for example, is a Dapp that provides its users with a peer to peer 

electronic cash system that enables online Bitcoin payments. Because 

decentralized applications are made up of code that runs on a blockchain 

network, they are not controlled by any individual or central entity.
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Ethereum can also be used to build Decentralized Autonomous Organizations 

(DAO). A DAO is fully autonomous, decentralized organization with no single 

leader. DAO's are run by programming code, on a collection of smart contracts 

written on the Ethereum blockchain. The code is designed to replace the rules 

and structure of a traditional organization, eliminating the need for people and 

centralized control. A DAO is owned by everyone who purchases tokens, but 

instead of each token equating to equity shares & ownership, tokens act as 

contributions that give people voting rights.



What are the benefits of Ethereum decentralized 
Platform?

Because decentralized applications run on the blockchain, they benefit from all 

of its properties. These benefits include:
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· Immutability – A third party cannot make any changes to data

· Corruption & tamper proof – Apps are based on a network formed 

around the principle of consensus, making censorship impossible

· Secure – With no central point of failure and secured using 

cryptography, applications are well protected against hacking 

attacks and fraudulent activities

· Zero downtime – Apps never go down and can never be switched 

off.
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Smart contract protocols 

 

Mining

Cryptocurrency mining is one of the most commonly used methods of 

validating transactions that have been executed over a blockchain network. 

Not only does blockchain work to protect transaction data through encryption, 

as well as store this data in a decentralized manner (i.e., on hard drives and 

servers all over the world) so as to keep a single entity from gaining control of a 

network, but also the primary goal is to ensure that the same crypto token isn't 

What  is  Smart  Contract?

Smart contract is just a phrase used to describe computer code that can 

facilitate the exchange of money, content, property, shares, or anything of 

value. When running on the blockchain a smart contract becomes like a self-

operating computer program that automatically executes when specific 

conditions are met. Because smart contracts run on the blockchain, they run 

exactly as programmed without any possibility of censorship, downtime, fraud 

or third party interference.



spent twice. In effect, "mining" is one means of making sure that cryptocurrency 

transactions are accurate and true, such that they can never be compromised in 

the future.
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How Cryptocurrency Mining Works?

Cryptocurrency mining itself refers to a type of validation model known as 

"proof-of-work" (PoW). There are two common validation types, and we'll look at 

the other, known as proof-of-stake, in a moment. In the PoW model -- which 

bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, and Litecoin use, to name a few -- individuals, 

groups, or businesses compete with one another with high-powered 

computers to be the first to solve complex mathematical equations that are 

essentially part of the encryption mechanism. These equations correspond to a 

group of transactions, which is known as a block. The first individual, group, or 

business that solves these transactions, and in the process validates the 

accuracy of these transactions within a block, receives a "block reward." A block 

reward is paid out as digital tokens of the currency that's being validated.



As an example, the current block reward for bitcoin is 12.5 tokens. That means 

whoever is the first to correctly solve equations for a block is paid 12.5 tokens. 

With bitcoin near $9,500 per coin, that works out to a nearly $119,000 haul.

Technical  Mining  Terms  Explained

Mining hardware manufacturing: design and building of specialised mining 

equipment.

 Self-mining: miners running their own equipment to find valid blocks

  Cloud mining services: services that rent out hashing power to customers

· Remote hosting services: services that host and maintain customer-

owned mining equipment

 Mining pool: structure that combines computational resources from 

multiple miners to increase the frequency and likelihood of finding a valid 

block; rewards are shared among participants
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 Small miners: registered companies active in the mining industry, but 

operating with limited scale; individual miners operating as sole 

proprietors

 Large miners: mining organisations that engage in medium-to-large 

scale mining operations and occupy a significant position in the industry.

Opportunities  and  Risks

Cryptocurrency is in a unique position as a forerunner in a possibly 

transformative technology to long standing financial systems. By its very nature, 

it is able to fill gaps in current financial technologies and be able to help solve 

traditional banking problems by being a peer-to-peer system. Napster, another 

peer-to-peer system, transformed the music industry by cutting out the middle 

man. Transformative technologies start by solving a specific problem in an 

industry. For instance, cryptocurrencies are poised to help remediate the 

problems related to unbanked consumers. Significant portions of the population 

in developing countries are unbanked. 
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Adoption rate of technology (Source: IMF, 2016)



In Latin America, 60% of 600 million inhabitants have no access to bank 

accounts. cryptocurrency allows for individuals to exchange currency without 

needing a third trusted party, like a bank, to oversee the transaction. All that is 

needed to use Bitcoin is a mobile phone, which 70% of Latin Americans do have 

access to. Due to bitcoin's ad-hoc networking capability, two users can trade 

bitcoin with each other by scanning QR codes displayed on their phones printed 

out by the application. This is a truly unique solution to a problem that has 

existed for many years for some people. This would invariably increase as the 

user base grows, so the demand for better cryptocurrency network and 

applications will come to the forefront. 
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According to PWC, there is an enormous market for potential developers to 

create these applications, as this technology could affect any industry that 

relies on a trusted third-party clearing system. Any developers who increase 

usability through application and GUI improvements to bitcoin would be very 



successful. Bitcoin's progression into becoming a transformative technology is 

driven by its ability to solve long standing problems, combined with a 

supportive and growing community of developers and users.

Businesses are beginning to see the value in using cryptocurrencies for 

international transactions, especially when transactions need to occur quickly 

in response to an emergency. Cryptocurrencies are solely positioned to solve 

this problem thanks to the speed and ease of transaction in the peer-to-peer 

system. Money can be wired internationally, but typically arriving days after 

being sent and not for the full amount. The transaction can be hit with any 

number of unexplained fees as it crosses borders, making it difficult to send the 

correct amount to another business. A good example of this type of emergency 

need is an online company who is suffering from a denial-of-service attack and 

is looking to get immediate protection from a network security company. In this 

scenario, speed is of transaction is of the essence, for every minute that 

thecompany's website is down, profits are being lost. Cryptocurrency has a 

major advantage over traditionalcurrencies thanks to its agility in making fast 

peer-to-peer transactions, especially in international business-to business 

scenarios.

Internet marketplaces have been thriving and are true contenders to traditional 

brick-and-mortar stores. Amazon.com has grown to a degree that seems 

almost unexpected. They have even begun to hire some delivery drivers, who 

use their own personally owned vehicle to deliver standard packages. Thistype 

of growth shows an attempt to further tighten control of the company's logistics 

costs, which expand exponentially with increased business. Ebay.com already 

uses a paying system that is similar to Bitcoin called PayPal, and has been very 

successful in using it to facilitate all purchases made on its site. Silk Road was 

another example of a thriving online market, albeit it's very illegal nature. It 

connected buyers and sellers who mostly used bitcoin to complete 

transactions. This marketplace showed how a digital currency can connect 

buyers and sellers without much interference by presiding governments and 

still succeed. Online shopping is thriving, and bitcoin is poised to extend its 
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reach with efficient and easy payments for both vendors and customers. 

General purpose online shopping for individuals accounted for nearly 23 

percent of transactions processed by Bitpay in the second quarter of 2015. 

Cryptocurrency has the advantage over traditional card-based for the vendor in 

that it eliminates those fees.

International laws regarding taxation have been passed recently, creating 

validity for cryptocurrency as a mainstream device. Laws regarding the taxation 

of cryptocurrencies are required before digital currency could be considered a 

truly valid form of transactions. Towards the end of 2015, the European Court of 

Justice announced that it viewed bitcoin transactions as exempt from value-

added tax. Steps like this will significantly increase cryptocurrency flow. Some 

users would refuse to use currency without knowing how it would affect their 

tax statements, regardless of what positive light in which they are viewed.

One of Bitcoin's largest opportunities is that it can also act as a sort of 

commodity, similar to gold. The value of gold can spike considerably whenever 

an event threatens the balance of the global market, as we have seen with the 

Brexit vote. The precious metal saw an increase in value to a two-year high as 

investors became uncertain as to how the markets would react to the vote, 

using it as a safe haven. The commodity market is awidely accepted form of 

trade worldwide, and cryptocurrency has seemingly begun to mimic the 

characteristics ofgold. Gold has been a long standing holder of value, and that is 

based on the universal acceptance and trust of its value. Cryptocurrencies 

could potentially become a big player in the commodity market. They have a 

unique attribute of being purchased through a direct online mechanism, which 

creates easy entry for buyers. If bitcoin continues to be a valid refuge for 

inflating currencies, it will gain validity to investors and push deeper into 

becoming more mainstream.
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LOW ADOPTION RATE OF  CRYPTOCURRENCY IN PERU

The fact that there is no clear future perspective of cryptocurrencies yet has 

several causes and has led to several problems. An initial exploratory search 

resulted in the finding of certain possible causes to this problem include the 

fact the earlier implementations of the first cryptocurrency was complicted to 

use and difficult to implement in many of the business processes. Also, there 

exist, a lot of possibly different conflicting interests and opinions among the 

major stakeholders. This results from the several regulatory pressures from the 

respective national governments and decentralization protocols which typify 

the innovation. Ideally, many of the start-ups are yet to catch up with the 

increasing popularity and momentum of the advancements in cryptocurrency.

Due to the highly fragmented landscape with regards to the acceptance of 

cryptocurrencies bygovernments, the legal implications for most businesses 

and country to adopt digital currencies are still unclear.Bitcoin started 2017 

worth less than $1,000 but by mid-December, it was worth over $16,000. After 

all the frenzy, the price now hovers around 8,000+. Other cryptocurrencies may 

not have swung wildly in the open market, but they're still volatile. For example, 

in 2010, Laszlo Hanyecz bought two pizzas for 10,000 Bitcoin.
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 At the time of this writing, that means he spent the equivalent of $9.5 million on 

two pizzas! With such exponential fluctuations, it's evident why many 

cryptocurrency-literate people do not use cryptocoin for everyday 

transactions. Some are keeping their coins in hopes that the prices will rise soon 

in the open market or you can just say they're just not using it because they're 

trying to avoid Hanyecz's fate. Nevertheless, the truth is that conventional 

currencies need to be stable before they're trusted as a means of exchange. 

Contrast that with Bitcoin, which dropped 70% or more on five different 

occasions in 2017 alone.

Experts believe uncertain demand and fixed total supply is the main cause of 

the price shifts. It remains to be seen how this is curbed due to the decentralized 

nature of cryptocurrencies.

Moreover, in November 2017, the State Bank of Vietnam banned the use of 

digital currencies for payments of goods and services. For China, the Wall Street 

Journal reports that they're actively shutting down Bitcoin exchanges, 

following a “comprehensive ban” on marketplaces trading virtual currencies in 

September 2017. Certainly, you'll agree that Vietnam and China are extreme 

cases. But what you may not realize is that China is home to the largest 

community of Bitcoin miners. Also, some countries are making giant strides in 

the adoption of cryptocurrencies by approving them.
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In August 2017, the Canadian Central Bank gave approval to Impak coin as the 

first Canadian-approved cryptocurrency. Reportedly, several other coins are 

undergoing testing and development there too. The Japanese government has 

also set a framework through the Payment Services Act (PSA) which makes 

using cryptocurrencies for payments legal. Several cryptocurrency exchange 

platforms have also been approved by the government and they are exploring 

their own cryptocurrency called the J-coin.

Do some research and you'll see that other countries like Germany, Holland, 

Sweden, and Russia are supporting the adoption of cryptocurrency activities 

and some are trying to build their own national cryptocurrency. So, the rate of 

adopting cryptocurrencies by different countries vary but depends on the 

government, the literacy level of the population (less than 0.7% in Peru and 80% 

in Argentina).

However, for many other countries who are not bitterly opposed like China and 

Vietnam are, banks and governments will still need to make regulations to suit 

adoption of cryptocurrencies if they are to become valid legal tender. And while 

that hasn't happened yet and may not happen in the nearest future, in the 

interim, virtual currencies are here to stay.

Possible  causes  of  these  problems

Statistics  on  the  knowledge  of  cryptocurrencies

In Latin America there, is only about 14% participation in the market of 

cryptocurrencies, if we obtain an average of this and counting that there are 20 

Latin American countries we conclude that only the 0.7% (approximate) of the 

cryptocurrency market is in Peru. This is bad and too low for a country like Peru 

which has experienced significant investments from all quarters. 

You can also call this a lack of education and awareness about 

cryptocurrencies in Peru. This is a significant reason why digital currencies are 

not commonly used yet. In a 2017 PWC Consumer Cryptocurrency Survey, 83 
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percent of Peruvians said they're slightly familiar or not at all familiar with 

cryptocurrencies. Granted, that was last year, but you'd be hard pressed to 

disagree with the survey even now. Some folks who have heard about digital 

currencies like Bitcoin do not trust it enough. Still, some people do not realize 

that Bitcoin is just one type of cryptocurrency and not the only one. Admittedly, 

the former group are worse off than the latter, but you'll agree it's an endless, 

repetitive cycle of ignorance about cryptocurrencies out there. It appears that 

there are mistrust and if trusted, scam issues reportedly to take place in the 

Peruvian involvement in cryptocurrency.

In essence, a lot of Peruvians have heard about Bitcoin but they still do not 

understand how it works, haven't seen the operation of a mining factory or farm, 

and what the technology is capable of. It's not surprising though, as people use 

currencies regularly throughout their lives but are largely not exposed to 

backend systems, which Blockchain essentially is, though quite a revolutionary 

one.

That says it all. To be truly educated or knowledgeable about cryptocurrency, 

you need to know:

· What cryptocurrencies are

· What cryptocurrency can be used for (almost everything traditional 

currencies can be used for)

· The benefits and disadvantages of cryptocurrency

Bits2u, the company responsible for the development of PeruCoin is trying to 

solve this problem by allowing you to see which digital currencies are doing 

well. This is where PeruCoin comes in. 

We seek to re-write the status quo by promoting awareness and education 

about cryptocurrency. Ideally, greater awareness and education about 

cryptocurrency in Peru will enhance its adoption and eliminate mistrust, sheer 

ignorance or illiteracy about cryptocurrency, and totally present PERU as the 

medium of exchange in Peru.
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Possible solutions

 Hand out fliers about cryptocurrencies

To curb the significant rate of illiteracy and ignorance about cryptocurrency in 

Peru, we will hand out fliers which contain the necessary information and 

details about cryptocurrency to the Peruvians. We believe in the power of bills, 

posters, and fliers to convey our mission to the investors, crypto-traders, and 

our participating merchants. Doing this will help communicate and promote 

awareness about cryptocurrency and increasing the value of PeruCoin.

 Give lectures in universities about cryptocurrencies

In our bid to further spread the teaching and knowledge of cryptocurrency in 

Peru and among the Peruvians, we will organize and give lectures in the 

Universities about cryptocurrency. It will be a talk for total newcomers, crypto-

enthusiasts, businesses, and individuals who don't know anything or only very 

little about cryptocurrency. It will be an entry point, a way for people to become 

interested enough to go seek out more information on their own about the 

subject of cryptocoins, blockchain, and PeruCoin in particular. We will likely 

focus on PeruCoin and the PERU tokens, maybe on Bitcoin and a few other 

popular digital currencies. We will then proceed to showing them some mining 

tools in a way to fully understand the operation of mining farm/factories with 

exciting use-cases.

 Show mining equipment

Apart from the first two strategies, we will again proceed to showing the 

Peruvians some of the mining equipment and tools while also showing them 

the operation and functioning of a mining farm. The mining equipment are 

pools of inter-related multiple devices which work together across the internet, 

pooling their various resources to perform the complex calculations of 

generating blocks of data.
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  Create a mining farm and conduct guided tours with trainings within the 

farm

The first phase of our roadmap will be achieved from the proceeds of our ICO 

which involves purchasing and acquiring a factory which will be later converted 

to a mining farm. We will be rolling out a series of guided tours and trainings 

within the farm once the required infrastructure are in place. The services and 

products which have already been planned will be introduced at this stage. For 

cryptocurrency to be accepted and its awareness promoted in Peru, the 

required services and infrastructure around the digital currency would be in 

place and easily accessible to our users and PERU token holders.

Short-term Objectives

 Acquire a factory with the necessary capacity to house 2000 crypto 

currency mining machines.

 Hire an electric service powerful enough to support the power of the said 

machines.

 Hire a security service to protect the mining farm.

 Buy clear unbreakable crystals so you can appreciate the machines

 Acquire an air conditioning system that will keep the machines in cold 

temperature inside the glasses for proper operation.

Long-term goals

 Make guided visits to the general public

 Lecture on cryptocurrencies

 Make and deliver brochures about mining and cryptocurrencies

 Expand the knowledge of cryptocurrencies in Peru

 Hold conferences outside of Peru
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Token  price  strategy

As the Peruvian-based cryptocurrency platform, we seek to be completely 

transparent in all our transactions. A controlled release of the tokens will give 

PERUCOIN and its community the chance to increase and grow in influence. 

The measured purchases of physical property and mining equipment are what 

differentiate PeruCoin from the other token crowd sales. Hence, to guarantee 

an improvement and stability in the price of the PeruCoin token, 30% of the 

generated tokens by the mining machines will be used annually to buy the 

PeruCoin that are in the market.

Business  Model

We are more focused on spreading the technology of cryptocurrency 

worldwide and particularly in Peru but not gaining a maximum amount of PERU 

token. The efficient and instant penetration of the remarkable changing 

Blockchain industry is even more essential than concentrating on the Token 

fees/commission. Hence, we will embark on global sales and intensive 

marketing campaign as a way of gaining more users and lead the market. There 

would be a massive awareness in different parts of Peru using social media and 

incentive/referral programs

Our business model is designed to spread to different investors and businesses 

and foster their potentials in the newly evolving decentralized crypto-industry. 

Our different tour guides and crypto-teachings are an essential point to 

emphasize when we are talking about the competition and even the business 

itself. Most of this revolves around the need to spread the awareness and 

promote crypto-transactions using our token: PERU, as a catalyst needed for 

the development of the platform; where efficiency and low participation are 

always the factors. Our experience and competent team will enable PERUCOIN 

claim its leading position in the industry.



Marketing  Strategy

Compared to the numbers of merchants we are planning to acquire, we will 

essentially target the Peruvians and the four geographical regions of Asia, 

Europe, Latin America, and the USA. We have developed a strong strategic 

partnership with the major brands in the developing countries. 

Overall, we aim to target common newcomers, cryptocurrency traders, and all 

Peruvians that can benefit from decentralized platform, artificial intelligence, 

deep learning, and most importantly, the global cryptospace. The core 

marketing strategies are Influencers & Word-of-Mouth, giving lectures at the 

university, tour guides and visits to the mining farms, affiliate marketing, events 

and partnerships, traditional method, online advertising & social media. These 

strategies will provide powerful financial incentives to attract small, medium, 

and large organizations to PeruCoin.  The use of strong networks contributes to 

reducing the cost of attracting customers. Before application reaches the 

critical mass and our incentivized system fully apply to reduce customers 

acquisition cost, it is essential to continue investing in leads generation, web 

referrals, attending & promoting at major crypto-related seminars, Cyber 

security, blockchain and other conferences, and conversion rates to increase 

popularity. The contribution will include the cost of the ongoing global 

advertising campaign covering all relevant media, designed to increase our 

usage base and ensure an increase in the value of PeruCoin. 

PerCoin's core team and advisors have a combined century of experience in 

marketing and public relations, many with decades of history advertising for 

large brands and social media influencers. The team is uniquely equipped, both 

directly and through relationships, to execute marketing campaigns that will 

spread our message and secure our brand as a dominant player in the global 

cryptocurrency industry. We will advertise on relevant platforms to reach the 

right people in Peru. We will handle P.R. and communications both internally 

and via 3rd parties, keeping our community constantly updated about 

developments, initiatives, and new relationships. Our communications strategy 
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consists of press and marketing, but also community engagement through our 

core team.

Possible  Scenarios

As PeruCoin continues to grow, supply will be a major issue. To resolve this 

issue, we are in the planning of expansion to build our very own mining farm 

from the purchase and acquisition of the factory. Mining will help strengthen 

the security of the blockchain network, and at the same time creating supply. 

This will ensure the platform to be operating smoothly. Targeted to be built in 

Peru, we take advantage of low maintenance from having cool weather and 

strong network system. We are in the process of sourcing for the most strategic 

location and a reliable site management team. PeruCoin is working extensively 

on research and development to investing in the industrial mining rigs and 

implementation. We are determined to provide stable networking for the best 

supply of cryptocurrencies and showing the Peruvians how the different mining 

tools owrk. We are in the progress of working in different fields concurrently to 

ensure that our platform is ahead of all other cryptocurrencies platforms. By 

having our independent mining production, we can eliminate any causes of 

shortage in supply.

Scenario I: The Soft Cap is $ 5 million.

Once the SoftCap is reached, the following acquisitions will be carried out to 

guarantee the stability of the cryptocurrencies in the market and meet the 

objectives and established goals.

*Buy Factory (1 200 000 $):

The purchase of a factory of at least 2000 square meters for storage and use of 

mining machines, which will be located in a busy area. This will be done within 

60 days once the Softcap has been reached.
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*Three-phase meter (400 000 $)

An electrical service will be contracted which can guarantee the correct 

operation of the mining machines inside the factory since they consume too 

much voltage. The steps to follow to achieve this are:

 Purchase of the meter: A meter of approximately 3500 kW is compared.

 Installation: The electrical service will take care of the installation of the 

meter

 Cables: The necessary cables for the connections of the meter and other 

necessary implements are compared.

  Outlets: 1500 double outlets are estimated for the mining machines.

 Labor: Specialist technicians will be hired for wiring, installation of 

electrical outlets and light boxes

  Earth Well: A well to ground will be installed to avoid dangerous voltages 

in contact with the mining machines.

The purchase of the meter will be made within 90days once the softCap is 

reached.

*1000 Mining Machines (2 061 500 $) (180 days)

         1000 Antminer S9 14Th / s Mining Machines (1 500 000 $)

         Taxes ($ 500,000)

         Internet and RJ45 cables ($ 14,375)

         1000 Power Cables (9,375 $)

         40 Shelves ($ 1,250)

         1000 Corrugators Tubes ($ 23,000)

         40 Walls for Mining Plugs (13 500 $)
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*Alarms ($ 10,000) (45 days)

         Surveillance Cameras

         Alarms

         Electric fences

*Security ($ 3,000 / month) (7 days)

         Hiring of security personnel

*Unbreakable Glass Protectors ($ 1,000,000) (60 days)

*Conferences

*Guided visits

*Payment to the team and commission for Exchange ($ 316 500)

Scenario II: The HardCap is $ 13.3 million.

Once the HardCap is reached, the following acquisitions will be carried out to 

guarantee the stability of the cryptocurrencies in the market and meet the 

objectives and established goals.

*Buy Factory (3,000,000 $):

The purchase of a factory of at least 2000 square meters for storage and use of 

mining machines, which will be located in a busy area. This will be done within 

60 days once the HardCap is achieved.

*Three-phase meter (1 000 000 $)

An electrical service will be contracted that can guarantee the correct 

operation of the mining machines inside the factory since they consume too 

much voltage. The steps to follow to achieve this are:

 Purchase of the meter: A meter of approximately 5000 kW is compared.

 Installation: The electrical service will take care of the installation of the 

meter
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 Cables: The necessary cables for the connections of the meter and other 

necessary implements are compared.

  Outlets: 1500 double outlets are estimated for mining machines.

 Labor: Specialist technicians will be hired for wiring, installation of 

electrical outlets and light boxes.

 Earth Well: A well to ground will be installed to avoid dangerous voltages 

in contact with the mining machines.

The purchase of the meter will be made within 90days once the HardCap is 

reached.

*2000 Mining Machines ($ 5,279,250) (180 days)

         2000 Antminer Mining Machines S9 14Th / s (3 750 000 $)

         Taxes (1 406 250 $)

         Internet and RJ45 cables ($ 28,750)

         1000 Power Cables ($ 18,750)

         80 Shelves ($ 2,500)

         2000 Corrugators Tubes ($ 46,000)

         80 Walls for Mining Plugs ($ 27,000)

*Alarms ($ 20,000) (45 days)

         Surveillance Cameras

         Alarms

         Electric fences

*Security ($ 6,000 / month) (7 days)

          Hiring of security personnel

*Unbreakable Glass Protectors (1 500 000 $) (60 days)

*Conferences

*Guided visits

*Payment to the team and commission for Exchange (2 494 750 $)



Since we are unique not only to the cryptocurrency world but also the 

Peruvians, PeruCoin is dedicated to having a stable token to serve the purposes 

it represents. In essence, we are aware of the trending issues with the use-and-

dump schemes of many cryptocurrencies, and we intend to address these 

issues. Moreover, the short-and-long term fluctuations of the tokens in 

circulations may affect the operatives of our business model. The controlled 

Reserve fund will be divided into two primary functions to keep PeruCoin 

stable.  As our solutions and approaches are widely adopted in the global 

crypto world, PERU token is designed to appreciate in value. In addition to 

spending on any of our platforms, our model incentivizes PERU Token owners to 

hold their tokens as long-term growth assets. The Controlled Reserve Fund is 

the sole property of PERUCOIN and funds cannot be distributed and accessed 

by the investors or employees.  This category of individuals is not allowed to 

trade PERUCOIN for 48 hours following a sale or buyback from the Reserve 

fund.
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The PeruCoin ecosystem provides a secure and decentralized platform to 

educate and promote the knowledge of cryptocurency in Peru. While doing 

this, we seek to eliminate the mistrust and fear of investing in cryptocurrency. 

Ideally, it also offers great and incentivized tools and ideas for individuals, 

businesses, and organizations. Thousands of unnecessary questions about 

cryptocurrency, insecure crypto-transactions and mistrust are now things of 

the past. We present aworking ecosystem - a platform that educates, sensitizes 

and promotes cryptocurrency to the new comers and entrants in the industry. 

Its unprecedented openness to external integration through tour guides to the 

mining farm, giving lectures at the university and attending seminars are truly 

unique. Perfect usability throughout the day in a single application with a lot of 

innovations for business and personal interaction will be appreciated by 

millions of Peruvians and around the world.

The leadership team of PeruCoin is confident that we can launch our product by 

mid- 2018, achieve our vision of promoting crypptocurrency over the next 24 

months, and create significant value for our users. In addition, we have carefully 

considered the market, potential user base, and our ability to innovate in the 

digial currencies industry. Artificial intelligence and blockchain are the building 

blocks of future technologies, and we want to capture a significant market 

share early on. With proven technology, a strong industry presence, and AI 

partners, PeruCoin has the potential to become an industry leader, but more 

importantly, to eliminate fear and increase the knowledge of cryptocurrency in 

Peru as a whole. Our aggressive plan and �Quick mover status in this growing 

field will establish the company as a "unique" entity in the industry. The 

innovative development of our platform coupled with strategic partnerships 

with some of the industry's leaders, will drive the company's development. We 

believe that we have the potential to provide access to most efficient algorithms 

and world-class mining farm to potential token holders for years to come. We 

can create reliable crypto-market and create enormous value for the world.
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 Furthermore, we believe that blockchain will have a significant impact on the 

future of decentralized transactions and cryptocurrency market in Peru. Funds 

raised through our token sale will be used for start-up costs (acquiring and 

purchasing mining farm), to establish our brand and reputation in the 

cryptocurrency industry, and to further develop our technology, business 

infrastructure, internal systems, product development, and extensive 

marketing and geographic positioning. Upon reaching the threshold of our 

funding requirements for our token sale campaign and bounties, PeruCoin 

should be able to achieve operational success for many years to come.
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Financial Manager Bits2u-PeruCoin
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Mario Solis Inga

Marketing manager Bits2u-PeruCoin
Digital marketing specialist

Fernando Barrueto  Vieyra

Co-Founder Bits2u-PeruCoin
IT Security Consultant
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System Engineer
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